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It is recorded in the annals of American history that the founding architects and pioneers sought 
freedom from oppressors and shared a sense of destiny. As we will learn, this innate need still 
manifests in the population at large and provides a key to unlocking brand desirability for today’s 
business owner.
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Marketing research suggests that people tend to perform better and obtain desirable
outcomes when motivated by a sense of autonomy and purpose. Fortunately, decades of
research can be boiled down to a few fundamental principles as it pertains to digital
communications and your business.

For example, some visionaries, like Steve Jobs and Bill Gates thought the PC and then the 
InternetInternet would change everything. Well, it did—almost. It changed everything but human nature. 
One of the single biggest factors Internet users love is autonomy. People universally love autono-
my. It’s part of human nature. 
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       Let’s meet Brent Sullivan, Food Strategist for Jose Pepper’s, who    
      manages key food and marketing decisions for the Kansas City-based   
          Tex-Mex restaurant chain. Sullivan’s expertise in restaurant marketing provides  
      many useful insights into the ways digital applications offer communication 
                               paths to both customers and employees.

         Like many marketers, Sullivan employs multiple channels to reach his smart-phone
  wielding patrons. Rather than seeing digital as a great divide, he and his executive
  team have embraced digital to build community.He champions the use of multiple digital 
channels, including the extensive use of social media, a loyalty program, a smartphone app, digi-
tal signage, and of course, a well-branded and user-friendly website. The combination of which 
has provided for impressive growth, not only of key performance indicators, but actual return on 
business objectives—which in marketing terms—are the desired results of the investment. 

Sullivan says, “If you cannot measure it you cannot manage it. Producing even a 3% sales
lift of promoted items during its prime season not only makes the business more money
but also provides diners the freshest choices.”
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